


SAMANA Manhattan - an exceptional residential 

development that sets a new standard for contemporary 

living. This innovative project by SAMANA Developers, 

located in Jumeirah Village Circle (JVC), is designed to 

provide residents with an unparalleled lifestyle; blended 

with luxurious amenities, stunning designs, and a prime 

location.





SAMANA Manhattan is an architectural masterpiece, 

showcasing sleek lines, contemporary elements, and a 

harmonious blend of glass and metal. The building's 

modern design stands as a testament to sophistication 

and elegance, setting it apart as an iconic landmark in 

Jumeirah Village Circle.



Embrace a modern lifestyle characterized by comfort, convenience, and sophistication. SAMANA Manhattan by SAMANA Developers offers the perfect balance between

contemporary aesthetics and practicality. 



Nestled in the heart of Jumeirah Village Circle, 

SAMANA Manhattan offers residents a strategic 

location that effortlessly blends tranquillity with 

convenience. Situated within easy reach of major 

highways and key destinations, this prime address 

ensures effortless connectivity to Dubai's thriving 

business hubs, world-class entertainment venues, 

and a host of retail and dining options.and a host of retail and dining options.



Live the tranquil lifestyle as you escape the bustling city and find 

peace in your abode with your loved ones. A place that lights up 

your days and makes your life a blissful paradise. 



Make SAMANA Manhattan your new home and 

unlock the gateway to a truly extraordinary 

lifestyle. Immerse yourself in the epitome of 

modern living and indulge in the unrivalled 

amenities, prime location, and exquisite design 

that this exceptional project has to offer. Embark 

on a journey of luxury and refinement in JVC's 

most prestigious address.most prestigious address.









Elegance gets redefined in the heart of the city with 

SAMANA Manhattan - where modernity meets 

sophistication. A towering marvel of architecture that 

captivates with its sleek lines and enchanting presence. 

It is a seamless blend of form and function, inviting you 

to explore the world within. 

































1 Bedroom
WITH POOL



2 Bedroom
WITH POOL
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4th Floor, Building 7
Bay Square Business Bay,

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

+971 4 563 9510
info@samanadevelopers.com
www.samanadevelopers.com


